Bed occupancy measurements using under mattress pressure sensors for long term monitoring of community-dwelling older adults
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Abstract – There is a growing demand for systems that support independent living into advanced age. Technologies that monitor changes in the amount of time older adults spend in bed have the potential to detect critical changes in mobility and support earlier health intervention. Although under mattress sensors have been used previously, processing algorithms were designed for short term monitoring. The objective of this paper was to develop an algorithm and determine optimal sampling rate to obtain bed occupancy characteristics over the longer term. Under mattress sensors were installed in the home of an older adult and data collected over a 3 month period. A processing algorithm was developed to extract bed occupancy information including time in bed, number of bed exits and time of first morning exit. Data were compared using various sampling rates and processing times. Findings indicate that the ideal down sample time for the application was 5 seconds (0.2Hz) and that computational time requirements could be reduced significantly without sacrificing the ability to accurately measure the total time spent in bed and number of bed exits. Features of bed occupancy were plotted and patterns discovered which may be of interest to health clinicians and sleep researchers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The population of Canadians over the age of 65 years will rise from 13.9% in 2011 to 22.8% in 2036 [1]. There is evidence that ageing at home rather than in an institution is desirable from both an individual perspective [2] as well as a cost-saving system perspective [3]. Given this preference along with observed trends [4], there is a need to develop systems and technologies to support the ability of older adults to live independently in their homes for as long as safely possible. Remote monitoring technologies have the potential to do this by detecting changes related to health or mobility patterns and serving as early warning systems. Caregivers or health providers could therefore be alerted to intervene in order to prevent a critical health event.

The time that individuals spend in bed and the difficulty they have rising from bed have been linked to various aspects of health status and independence [5-7]. Thus, being able to monitor bed occupancy with smart sensors has relevance for developing technologies capable of detecting critical changes in health status in an unobtrusive way.

This paper describes the use and development of a type of smart sensor technology with the aim of measuring bed occupancy characteristics in a community-dwelling older adult over a 3 month period.

II. BACKGROUND

Patient monitoring is a particularly active field of research with many new technologies appearing regularly, from wearable ECG monitoring devices that can monitor cardiac information while the patient performs their daily activities [8], [9] to motion sensors that can monitor activity in one area of the home. Pressure sensors installed under the mattress can monitor bed occupancy. The amount of time the person spends in bed, the number of times they get up in the night, and the time of day they sleep are all features of bed occupancy that can be extracted from pressure sensors [10].

Past research on pressure sensors has shown that this type of technology can be used to determine bed occupancy, calculate sit-to-stand times and breathing rates [11-12] using short term recordings. However, algorithms used in this previous work would not be feasible to use for long term recordings without segmentation to isolate useable sections of data for the algorithms.

To monitor bed occupancy over the long term, methods are required that allow accurate but time-efficient processing of a large amount of data. Although bed occupancy information has been collected and interfaces designed to display the information in a meaningful way to health care providers [10], the problem of feasible data processing currently exists as a potential barrier to the adoption of this technology. This paper aims to address this problem by examining the minimum data sampling rate required to calculate accurate and time-efficient measures of bed occupancy.
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III. Technology

Bed occupancy can be measured using various technologies, IR motion detectors or video cameras could be placed above the bed, detecting bed occupancy [13]. Strain gauges could measure the flex of the mattress as the person enters it. Force plates could be placed under the bed legs measuring the applied weight. We proposed the use of fiber optic pressure sensors embedded in a mat placed under the mattress. The pressure sensors will detect the change in pressure as the person enters or exits the bed. This type of technology is far less obtrusive to the inhabitant compared to video cameras and captures the pressure signal in more detail compared to strain gauges or force plates through its many sensors.

The bed mat shown in Figure 1 is placed under the mattress in the person’s home and connects to a Bluetooth transmitter.

![Figure 1. S4 Sensors Inc. Under-Mattress Pressure Sensor.](image)

Data from the bed mat is captured by a low-end Dell OptiPlex PC. Novel signal processing algorithms were developed in MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc. Mass. USA) to process the long term bed mat recordings.

![Figure 2. Flowchart of processing required for bed occupancy measurement system.](image)

IV. Measurements

The bed mat records pressure measurements using 72 equally spaced sensors in an 8 x 9 grid array. The sensors are sampled at a rate of 20 Hz. The raw data is saved into CSV files on the PC in one hour blocks. Using the custom processing algorithm, bed occupancy information is extracted from the data.

Occupancy is determined when the observed pressure reaches a minimum threshold. The threshold is configured based on the size of the person. The individual sensor values are summed to give a total measurement of pressure in the bed. This allows occupancy detection regardless of where the patient enters or exits the bed. We are able to extract several clinically relevant characteristics of bed occupancy; the number of hours spent in bed, the number of exits in the night, and what time the person got up in the morning.

The high sampling rate and large number of sensors creates a very large data set requiring vast computational resources. To reduce the processing time the sampling rate was varied.

V. Experiment

The under mattress pressure sensor was installed in the home of an older adult who consented to participate in the study. Data was collected continuously for 3 months and will continue for up to one year.

Using the algorithms developed in MATLAB the data was segmented into 24 hour blocks from 12PM – 12PM, capturing the full night activity. The 24 hour blocks were processed and the following bed occupancy information was extracted:

- Total time in bed (Hours)
- Total time out of bed (Hours)
- Time of day when exiting bed
- Number of bed exits

The information can be observed night by night or can be graphed to display long term trends in bed occupancy. We use examples of both types of displays in this paper. Further research is being conducted to determine optimal display of bed occupancy information for clinicians.

The dataset was processed using the ‘full power’ algorithm. This used the full sampling rate and considered all 72 sensors in measuring bed occupancy. These measures will be used as a comparison to the measures using the ‘low power’ algorithms.

Since the bed mat itself could not be modified, the effects of a reduced sampling rate were measured by considering a pressure measurement every \( \tau \) seconds from the recorded data. The value of \( \tau \) was varied from 0.05 to 600 seconds with several steps in between; effectively a sampling rate from 20 to 0.0016 Hz.
With a fixed sampling rate the processing time can vary based on the nature of the data set. If there is very little bed activity processing is much quicker than data showing several bed exits. To gain the most practical results from the experiment the sampling rate was varied in-line with the processing algorithm. A timestamp was placed at the beginning of the algorithm and one at the end of processing to allow us to measure the processing duration.

VI. RESULTS

The sampling rate was varied in-line with the processing algorithm used for extracting bed occupancy measurements. A small section of data consisting of one week is presented in the results. The observed processing times for each sampling rate are presented in Table 1. Since we conducted the experiment in-line with the rest of the algorithm we found that there was a limit to the payoff of reducing the sampling rate. When taking a sample from every 5 seconds to every 600 seconds the processing time was roughly the same. Figure 3 is a visual representation of the processing time per sampling rate. The processing time grew exponentially as it approached ‘full power’ therefore logarithmic representation was used.

![Figure 3: Processing time of algorithm for down-sampled time (τ).](image)

### Table 1. Effects of reduced sampling rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Time (τ) (sec)</th>
<th>Sampling Rate f (Hz)</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 - 600</td>
<td>0.2 – 0.002</td>
<td>0:04:49 - 0:05:23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0:08:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0:11:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0:14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0:19:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0:35:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1:59:27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8:08:19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bed occupancy features for one week were compared to determine whether any errors occurred due to down sampling. Figure 4 shows the total hours spent in bed per day for each of the sample rates. Each plot follows the ‘full power’ one; however there is some loss in accuracy. At the highest down sample rate, 600 seconds, we found the error in bed occupancy time was between 45 – 90 minutes per day. The error quickly decreased as we increased the sampling rate. The error for a sample time of 5 seconds (0.2Hz) was 0 - 30 seconds per day which is reasonably good accuracy and required roughly the same processing time as the highest down sample rate tested.

Another aspect of bed occupancy – number of bed exits – is shown in Figure 5. The number of exits detected for each day remained true for almost all of the sampling rates tested. The only exception was the highest down sample rate, 600 seconds, when it incorrectly detected exits 4 out of the 7 days observed.

Based on the observed processing times and considering the errors that could exist at the limit of low sampling we determined the ideal down sample time for our application was 5 seconds (0.2Hz). The processing time required was very low, the correct number of exits was determined, and there was less than 30 seconds of error in the bed occupancy measure per day.

The full 3 month dataset, was subsequently processed using the algorithm, set at 0.2Hz sampling. Bed occupancy measurements were taken over the 3 month recording period and the total time in bed per day was measured. Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of bed occupancy times. By observing this plot we can see there are a few outliers which may represent either under sleeping (low bed occupancy) or over sleeping (high bed occupancy). Table 2 summarizes the outliers: the number of nights with more than 12 hours occupancy, less than 6 hours occupancy, and the combined nights. This allows researchers to compare these problem nights to the number of normal occupancy nights.

![Bed Occupancy Per Day](image)

**Figure 4.** Measured bed occupancy time per sampling rate.

![Figure 6: Distribution of bed occupancy times.](image)

**Figure 6.** Distribution of bed occupancy times.
VII. DISCUSSION

A key finding of this study was that using a sample every 5 seconds instead of every 0.05 seconds reduced the number of calculations by 100 times. This drastically reduced the computational time required by the algorithm, from 8 hours to 5 minutes for one week of data. This significant difference in processing time, without sacrificing accuracy, is important since it indicates that the collection of bed occupancy data is feasible for the purpose of long-term bed occupancy monitoring.

The measurement error we calculated of up to 30 seconds per day is small in comparison to the range of morning exit times and time spent in bed. Thus the sampling rate identified is associated with an acceptable level of accuracy with respect to the parameters measured. When performing bed occupancy measures for long term patient monitoring fine details like the exact time of bed exit within less than a 30 second margin error may not be necessary. This would be particularly true if the purpose of monitoring is to observe changes in a pattern.
It is important to note, however, that if the timing of the bed transfer is of interest, then another algorithm would need to be used. The time it takes to rise from the sitting position is approximately 5 seconds or less [11]. This period of time is much shorter that the margin of error calculated for the algorithm used in this study. In this case the ‘low power’ algorithm for detecting bed occupancy can be used to roughly determine when a sit-to-stand transfer occurs. The algorithm could then switch to ‘full power’ mode to accurately determine the sit-to-stay time and then switch back to ‘low power’ to continue conserving resources. This hybrid algorithm is part of our current research efforts in long term health monitoring.

With respect to the occupancy patterns observed, an interesting discovery was made when plotting the data longitudinally; this is shown in Figure 7. Most of the problem nights occurred within the first month of data collection. There was a concentration of low bed occupancy nights followed by several high occupancy nights. These periods of high and low occupancy may have been associated with over and under sleeping or a number of potential health conditions such as depression or painful syndromes. The pattern observed in this study could be of interested to a clinician who is monitoring the patient. For example, if a physician prescribes a change in medication, the effects on sleep patterns could be monitored more accurately.

An individual’s morning exit time can vary significantly [14]. However when plotting the morning exit time for this participant over the 3 month recording period, as shown in Figure 8, another interesting trend was discovered. There was much greater variability in the first month, concentrated around the time of the high and low bed occupancy. The variability slowly decreased and the time of morning exits became earlier over time. Future research needs to be done on establishing ranges of normal rising time and effect on older adult health. The current study provides more feasible and accurate means of doing so.

VIII. Conclusion

This study demonstrates that long term monitoring of bed occupancy using under mattress bed sensors is possible using a low sampling rate. The ideal sampling rate in terms of time efficient and accurate processing was 0.2Hz. The error associated with this sampling rate did not compromise the collection of accurate bed occupancy data.

Data patterns observed in this 3 month study revealed a period of high variability in bed occupancy followed by stabilization. The ability to make these types of observations gives researchers new avenues to monitor critical changes in sleep patterns and examine how they may be associated with health status.

Future algorithm development for the purpose of monitoring aspects of bed mobility among older adults will need to integrate low sampling rates to process large amounts of data with higher sampling rates that can accurately measure high precision events such as sit-to-stand. This integration will make it feasible to accurately process large amounts of data over the long term without losing the ability to process the fine details when required.
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